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Baltimore Aircoil Company: The world’s leader in cooling tower and fluid
cooler manufacturing. BAC is the Evaporative Cooling authority committed to
providing products, services, and information that helps customers meet and
exceed evaporative cooling and ice thermal storage needs.

APV Plate Heat Exchangers:

Inventor of the first commercially
successful plate heat exchanger in 1923, APV has over 95 years of
experience in heat transfer equipment development and service. With 60
different plate sizes and 34 plate patterns, APV has the right heat exchanger
for your application. AHRI Certified.

Patterson Pumps: Complete line of efficient, durable, cost

m

effective centrifugal pumps that ship as standard in two
weeks. Styles include Frame mounted and Close coupled End
Suctions, Vertical in-line, and Split case. Self-sensing and ECM
pumps available for added energy savings.

Thrush Co, Inc.:

Dependable and affordable
Pumps, Shell & Tube heat exchangers, Tube
bundles, the Aar-O-Vent micro-bubble air and dirt
separators, Hydronic Separators, In-Line and
circulator pumps, Booster and Heat transfer
systems.

Flo-Pak Booster Systems: Manufacturer of constant and variable speed
pumping systems for plumbing booster and domestic water applications.
Flo-Pak can incorporate many styles of pumps into their systems such as
vertical turbine, vertical multi-stage, and standard centrifugal.

Miljoco: Full line manufacturer of commercial
and industrial instrumentation, including contractor Gauges, Industrial and Bimetallic Thermometers, Snubbers, Thermowells, and Syphons.
Lead free product line for potable water systems.
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Nexus Valve:

Automatic Flow Control Valves, PICV, Manual Balance
Valves, Metering Stations, Coil Piping Packages, Heat Pump Hose Kits,
Flexible Connectors, Unions, Isolation Valves, Strainers, Flushing Bypass
Kits, and Hydronic Specialties. Press and Push-Lock fittings also available.

Flamco:

Next generation microbubble air
and dirt separators. These separators have no
internal media to foul and have extremely low
pressure drops. The most efficient air and dirt
separator on the market comes with a 5 Year
Warranty and all dirt models are assisted with
magnets. Insulation kits also available.

Zehnder Rittling: With more than six decades of
hydronic heating expertise, the Rittling product line
includes legacy products such as fin tube, convectors,
unit heaters, and fan coils, as well as modern design
essentials like radiant ceiling panels and heat pumps.

m
Furlong Industrial – High-K:

A truly innovative heat
exchanger, the High-K offers the performance of a plate
and frame , but can be serviced and cleaned without
shutting down the system-side loop.

Metraflex: Top quality manufacturer of piping system
accessories, including thermal and seismic expansion
joints, a wide variety of hoses, check valves, rubber
expansion joints, Energy-saving pump connectors, Pipe
guides and achors, and wall penetration seals.

General Treatment Products: GTP manufactures feeders and glycol
systems for all commercial water treatment applications. Their product
lines include by-pass, bromine, and filter feeders; side-stream filtration
pump skids; and both standard and custom glycol systems.
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